
Words  Listen and match.
TR.1

Suppose your friend asks you a question. Answer with a full sentence. 

I Want to Be a Celebrity.
unit

1

1	 A	fashion	designer

2	 A	lawyer

3	 A	flight	attendant	

4	 An	astronaut	

5	 An	architect

6	 A	celebrity

What do you want to be in the future?

a  entertains	people.

b  designs	buildings.

c  designs	clothes.

d  works	for	an	airline.

e  flies	into	space	to	do	experiments.

 f  helps	people	with	the	law.

Expressions  Listen and write the number of the sentence. 
TR.2

A:	

B:	I	want	to	be	a	lawyer.

1	 What	would	you	like	to	be	in	the	future?

2	 What	do	you	want	to	be	when	you	grow	up?

Look and write the numbers from the above.

1

4

2

5

3

6

1
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TR.4

TR.3

Listen.

What do they want to be in the future?  Write the letters of the pictures.

2 Andy1 Penny 3 Jennifer

want to want a

A Listen and choose the words.

I                                        be a celebrity                                 I grow up.  then when

ba

d fe

c
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TR.5

Listen In A  

2 What does the boy’s father do for a living?

a He is a lawyer.  b  He is a teacher.

c  He is a fashion designer. d  He is a flight attendant.

3 What does the girl want to be in the future?

a a fashion designer        b  a teacher

c  a flight attendant        d  a lawyer 

1 What are they talking about?

a their homework b  their future job 

c  their hobby d  their favorite place

TR.6

Listen In B

Choose the words and complete the diary.

When you expressagreement ;
I know !

=  That’s right.
=  True !

=  Yes !

=  Exactly !

Dear diary,

I have a problem. I want to be  

a  fashion designer  lawyer  in the  

future. But Mom doesn’t like my 

dream. Mom wants me to get good 

jobs  grades  so that I can be a  

fashion designer   lawyer  like my  dad  

uncle . She thinks I can enjoy  fashion 

music  after I become a  lawyer   

doctor . What should I do?
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Listen again.  
TR.7

1 Which is true about the boy?

 a He doesn’t play football well.  

 b His dad is a football player.

 c He can play some musical instruments.  

 d He likes computer games. 

2 What does the boy want to be the most?

 a a football player  

 b a celebrity

 c a musician 

 d a math teacher

TR.7

Listen.  

2 Which subject does the boy like?

 a art                       b  math                       c  science                       d  English

3 What does the boy think about football?

 a Football is not cool.

 b He knows little about football.

 c Football is boring.

 d Football is the best sport. 

1 What does the boy want to be in the future? Circle them all.

artist

writer

musician

celebrity

architect

chef

science teacher

math teacher

football player
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Before listening, read and write the letters of the sentences to complete the story.

TR.8

While listening, check your answers.

After listening, talk about what the students want to be in the future.

a  I	want	to	be	a	flight	attendant.														 b  I	want	to	be	a	fashion	designer.

c  What	do	you	want	to	be	in	the	future?						 d  I	want	to	be	an	astronaut.

e  I	want	to	be	an	architect.						 	f  I	also	want	to	be	a	model.

 No one wants to 

become a teacher?

 They probably look like 

E.T. from the movie.

 But I'm tall and 

pretty.  

 
 I want to travel 

all around the world.

 
 I want to make  fancy 

dresses for celebrities.

 
 I share my room 

with my brother. I'm not 

happy with it.

 
 You see, 

I believe that 

aliens exist.
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  Part 1 Choose the best response to each question or statement.

 1. ①	 ②			 ③	 ④

 2. ①	 ②			 ③	 ④

UNIT 1 |  TEST PREP for NEAT

  Part 2 Listen and choose the best answer.    

 3. Who is the boy most likely talking to?

   ①	A waitress          ② A librarian 

   ③	A salesclerk                       ④ A flight attendant  

 4. Which graph best describes the talk?

	 	 ①		 	 ②	

	 	 ③	 	 ④

 Part 3 Listen and answer questions 5 and 6. 

 5. What is the main purpose of  the talk?  

  ①	To introduce a new coach  ②	To hire a new P. E. teacher 

  ③	To announce a special sport event ④	To ask how to become a basketball coach

 6. What is NOT true about Mr. Herald?

  ①	He was born in England. 

  ②	He moved to the U.S. during his teens.

  ③	He can teach other sports besides basketball. 

  ④	He was the captain of  the baseball team in England.

TR.9
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